
Display, Acquisition & Recording of drilling parameters(MWD)

PocketLIM & MiniLIM
DRILLING version

DRILLING PARAMETERS
ACQUISITION (MWD)

The main drilling fields of operation

Main menu: Choice of the version

PocketLIM drill rig engine parameters

Tool box menu

Drilling version displays

The PocketLIM & MiniLIMDrilling display, and
record in real time the following drilling
parameters vs depth :

- Drilling Advance Speed (AS),
- Thrust Pressure (TP),
- Torque Pressure (TQ),
- Injection Pressure of the drilling fluid (IP),
- Rotation or Revolution Speed (Bit RPM),
- Instantaneous Drilling Time (Time),
- Reflected Vibration (VibraLIM),
- Holdback Pressure (HP),
- Strike Pressure, DTH (SP),
- One to two fluid flowrates (Q),
- Any other drilling parameter vs depth

Site investigation Special Foundations

Drill and Blast

Exploration

Water well Underground works

MiniLIM

https://lim.eu/en/ https://lim.eu/en/



Sensors installation  The CAN BUS technology

LIM@MAIL & GEOLOG 4

Data Transfer, Processing & Management

Geolog 4 targets:

- To follow drilling sites in real time;
- To centralize data;
- To collaborate;
- To work on line;
- To edit reports from anywhere;

- To use any type of device (laptop, smartphone, tablet)
- To secure data (confidentiality is preserved);
- To automatize data analysis and reporting;
- To save time due to the report pre processing and sending.

A web browser is enough

To receive notification in real time

End of data losses
No installation request

Updates are transparent

The user hot line is included

Time is money
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Pressure
sensors

Pressostat
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The CAN BUS network technology is making easier the instalation of sensors, aftersales services and

maintenance of the complete equipment. Additional measurement sensors can be easily added.

This technology is very used in the industry particularly by the dril rigs manufacturers. It is a reliable and

economical solution.

Since 2000, LIM has been the first drilling instrumentation manufacturer to introduce this inovating

technology.
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GSM/Wifi (integrated)
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PocketLIM & MiniLIM
DRILLING Version

BOR

BOR file format:
https://borform.at/en/

https://lim.eu/en/




